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Liberal Thought in Modern America
Exploring the historical contexts in France, Italy, and
England within which the idea was developed, this
text traces the political issues to which the concept of
degeneration gave rise during the period from the
revolutions of 1848 to the First World War and
beyond.

Theories of International Relations
Professors Murphy and Choi use postmodern
philosophy to expose an important source of racism
and cultural domination. They examine
foundationalism, which they see at the core of the
Western intellectual tradition and which is shown to
foster a metaphysics of domination. By contrast,
postmodernism undermines this root of racism. They
demonstrate that foundationalism is not needed to
support identity, institutions, or political order.
Indeed, they assert that true pluralism is possible
once foundationalist approaches to knowledge and
order are set aside. Special attention is directed to
two current modes of discrimination: institutional
racism and symbolic violence. Murphy and Choi
provide an intriguing look at ways to undercut the
justification for racism and other threats to cultural
difference. This volume will be of particular interest to
scholars and other researchers in the areas of race
relations, cultural studies, and political theory.
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The Darwin Economy
The Origin of Species by Means of
Natural Selection
During the second half of the twentieth century,
economics exported its logic – utility maximization –
to the analysis of several human activities or realities:
a tendency that has been called “economic
imperialism”. This book explores the concept termed
by John Davis as “reverse imperialism”, whereby
economics has been seen in recent years to have
taken in elements from other disciplines. Economics
and Other Disciplines sheds light on the current state
and possible future development of economics by
focusing on it from a philosophical perspective,
broadening the concept of rationality in economic
theory. The beliefs that prevail in the world today
make up a physicalist worldview. This book argues
that this pervasive view is harmful for economics as a
social science. Do new economic currents like
behavioral economics, evolutionary economics,
neuroeconomics, institutional economics, happiness
economics, the capability approach and civil
economy, escape this widespread mentality? What
would be an adequate underlying economic ethos? Do
these approaches fit into this ethos? Ricardo F.
Crespo appraises the contributions from a classical
philosophy angle, emphasizing their implications
regarding practical reason. This volume is of great
importance to those who are interested in political
economy, economic theory and philosophy, as well as
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philosophy of social science.

Knowledge, Responsibility, and Reform
Economic Policy
This primer aims to provide a straightforward
introduction to the principles, personalities and key
developments in classical liberalism. It is designed for
students and lay readers who may understand the
general concepts of social, political and economic
freedom, but who would like a systematic
presentation of its essential elements.

Darwinian Politics
21st Century Political Science: A
Reference Handbook
Compelling evidence that the most important
assumptions on which Darwinism rests are
scientifically wrong. The controversial best-seller that
sent Oxford University and Nature magazine into a
frenzy. Shattering the Myths of Darwinism exposes
the gaping holes in an ideology that has reigned
unchallenged over the scientific world for a century.
Darwinism is considered to be hard fact, the only
acceptable explanation for the formation of life on
Earth, but with keen insight and objectivity Richard
Milton reveals that the theory totters atop a shambles
of outdated and circumstantial evidence which in any
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less controversial field would have been questioned
long ago. Sticking to the facts at hand and tackling a
vast array of topics, Shattering the Myths of
Darwinism offers compelling evidence that the theory
of evolution has become an act of faith rather than a
functioning science, and that not until the scientific
method is applied to it and the right questions are
asked will we ever get true answers to the mystery of
life on Earth.

Futures
From June 28 until July 4, 1972, a group of scholars,
all of them acade micians committed to the critical
study of man and society which may be called
political theory, met at The Rockefeller Foundation's
VillaSerbelloni in Bellagio, Italy, to present papers on
and discuss the subject of "The Open Society. " These
papers, as revised, are published here, most of them
for the first time. They reflect no consensus of view,
nor were they intended to do so. That such a
consensus did not emerge from the conference is not
in our judgment a cause for regret; it may rather be
regarded as a manifestation of a healthy and
desirable plurality of approaches which itself
indirectly tells us something important about the
nature of the open society. All the papers deal in
different contexts and from a variety of philosophi cal
and theoretical perspectives with the interrelated
themes of openness and the open society. Some of
the panelists are skeptical of the capacity of modern
industrial, or "post-industrial," society, with its heavy
emphasis upon technological rationality to foster
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authentic openness under currently prevailing
assumptions about man and nature.

The Open Society in Theory and Practice
Darwinian Conservatism
The Cosmopolitan Interior
The natural world is infinitely complex and
hierarchically structured, with smaller units forming
the components of progressively larger systems:
molecules make up cells, cells comprise tissues and
organs that are, in turn, parts of individual organisms,
which are united into populations and integrated into
yet more encompassing ecosystems. In the face of
such awe-inspiring complexity, there is a need for a
comprehensive, non-reductionist evolutionary theory.
Having emerged at the crossroads of paleobiology,
genetics, and developmental biology, the hierarchical
approach to evolution provides a unifying perspective
on the natural world and offers an operational
framework for scientists seeking to understand the
way complex biological systems work and evolve.
Coedited by one of the founders of hierarchy theory
and featuring a diverse and renowned group of
contributors, this volume provides an integrated,
comprehensive, cutting-edge introduction to the
hierarchy theory of evolution. From sweeping
historical reviews to philosophical pieces, theoretical
essays, and strictly empirical chapters, it reveals
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hierarchy theory as a vibrant field of scientific
enterprise that holds promise for unification across
the life sciences and offers new venues of empirical
and theoretical research. Stretching from molecules
to the biosphere, hierarchy theory aims to provide an
all-encompassing understanding of evolution
and—with this first collection devoted entirely to the
concept—will help make transparent the fundamental
patterns that propel living systems.

The Evolution of Everything
The smallest book on evolution asks big questions.
Anticipating the 150th anniversary of Charles
Darwin's The Origin of Species throughout 2009,
Evolution explores the history of evolutionary theory
from Lamarck to Darwin to today's large questions
about life in the universe. With sections on the causes
of genetic variation and natural selection, the success
in species of altruistic strategies, and why sharks are
the same shape in different seas, and with a rich
array of rarely published period illustrations and
examples of the latest genetic research, this is a
timely and thought-provoking book.

Evolution's First Philosopher
Political ideas for A Level: Liberalism,
Conservatism, Socialism, Nationalism,
Multiculturalism, Ecologism
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This View of Life
Libertarians often bill their theory as an alternative to
both the traditional Left and Right. The Routledge
Handbook of Libertarianism helps readers fully
examine this alternative without preaching it to them,
exploring the contours of libertarian (sometimes also
called classical liberal) thinking on justice, institutions,
interpersonal ethics, government, and political
economy. The 31 chapters--all written specifically for
this volume--are organized into five parts. Part I asks,
what should libertarianism learn from other theories
of justice, and what should defenders of other
theories of justice learn from libertarianism? Part II
asks, what are some of the deepest problems facing
libertarian theories? Part III asks, what is the right way
to think about property rights and the market? Part IV
asks, how should we think about the state? Finally,
part V asks, how well (or badly) can libertarianism
deal with some of the major policy challenges of our
day, such as immigration, trade, religion in politics,
and paternalism in a free market. Among the
Handbook's chapters are those from critics who write
about what they believe libertarians get right as well
as others from leading libertarian theorists who
identify what they think libertarians get wrong. As a
whole, the Handbook provides a comprehensive, cleareyed look at what libertarianism has been and could
be, and why it matters.

Authority and the Liberal Tradition
For evolutionary biologists, the concept of chance has
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always played a significant role in the formation of
evolutionary theory. As far back as Greek antiquity,
chance and "luck" were key factors in understanding
the natural world. Chance is not just an important
concept; it is an entire way of thinking about nature.
And as Curtis Johnson shows, it is also one of the key
ideas that separates Charles Darwin from other
systematic biologists of his time. Studying the
concept of chance in Darwin's writing reveals core
ideas in his theory of evolution, as well as his
reflections on design, purpose, and randomness in
nature's progression over the course of history. In
Darwin's Dice: The Idea of Chance in the Thought of
Charles Darwin, Curtis Johnson examines Darwin's
early notebooks, his collected correspondence (now in
19 volumes), and most of his published writing to
trace the evolution of his ideas about chance in
evolution. This proved to be one of Darwin's most
controversial ideas among his reading public, so much
so that it drew hostile reactions even from Darwin's
scientific friends, not to mention the more general
reader. The firestorm of criticism forced Darwin to
forge a retreat, not in terms of removing chance from
his theory--his commitment to it was unshakable--but
in terms of how he chose to present his theory.
Briefly, by changing his wording and by introducing
metaphors and images (the stone-house metaphor,
the evolution of giraffes, and others), Darwin
succeeded in making his ideas seem less threatening
than before without actually changing his views.
Randomness remained a focal point for Darwin
throughout his life. Through the lens of randomness,
Johnson reveals implications of Darwin's views for
religion, free will, and moral theory. Darwin's Dice
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presents a new way to look at Darwinist thought and
the writings of Charles Darwin.

The Evolution of Cooperation
This important new study is an intellectual history
exploring the reception of Darwinism by prominent
German socialist theoriests: Karl Marx, Friedrich
Engles, Friedrich Albert Lange, Ludwig B chner,
August Bebel, Karl Katusky, and Eduard Bernstein. It
relies not only on published books, articles, and
speeches by these men, but also on some
unpublished correspondence. In addition, one chapter
covers the anti-socialist stance of prominent
Darwinian biologists, including Charles Darwin and
the foremost champion of Darwinism in Germany,
Ernst Haeckel. Darwinism's effect on German
socialism's view of eugenics, race and religion are
also discussed.

Faces of Degeneration
Darwinian Politics is the first book to examine political
behavior from a modern evolutionary perspective.
Here, Paul H. Rubin discusses group or social
behavior, including ethnic and racial conflict; altruism
and cooperation; envy; political power; and the role of
religion in politics 3⁄4 issues that have formed the
hallmark of human social behavior. Adopting a
Darwinian perspective, Rubin demonstrates why
certain political-moral philosophies succeed or fail in
modern Western culture. He begins by showing
relationships between biology and natural selection
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and the history of political philosophy and explains
why desirable policies must treat each person as an
individual. He considers the notion of group identity
and conflict, observing a human propensity to form ingroups, a behavior that does not necessitate but often
leads to deviancies such as racism. In discussing
altruism, Rubin shows that people are willing to aid
the poor if they are convinced that the recipients are
not shirkers or free loaders. This explains why recent
welfare reforms are widely viewed as successful.
Envy, a trait that is often counterproductive in today's
world, is also addressed. In comparing major moral
philosophical systems, Rubin contends that
utilitarianism is broadly consistent with our evolved
preferences. He illustrates evolutionary premises for
religious belief and for desires to regulate the
behavior of others, and how in today's world such
regulation may not serve any useful purpose.
Ultimately, Rubin argues that humans naturally seek
political freedom, and modern Western society
provides more freedom than any previous one. In
light of his analysis, the author extrapolates that,
while there are still areas for improvements, humans
have done a remarkably good job of satisfying their
evolved political preferences.

Shattering the Myths of Darwinism
Darwinian Evolution and Classical Liberalism brings
together a collection of new essays that examine the
multifaceted ferment between Darwinian biology and
classical liberalism.
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Postmodernism, Unraveling Racism, and
Democratic Institutions
Classical Liberalism – A Primer
In this ground-breaking book, a renowned bioethicist
argues that the political left must radically revise its
outdated view of human nature. He shows how the
insights of modern evolutionary theory, particularly
on the evolution of cooperation, can help the left
attain its social and political goals. Singer explains
why the left originally rejected Darwinian thought and
why these reasons are no longer viable. He discusses
how twentieth-century thinking has transformed our
understanding of Darwinian evolution, showing that it
is compatible with cooperation as well as competition,
and that the left can draw on this modern
understanding to foster cooperation for socially
desirable ends. A Darwinian left, says Singer, would
still be on the side of the weak, poor, and oppressed,
but it would have a better understanding of what
social and economic changes would really work to
benefit them. It would also work toward a higher
moral status for nonhuman animals and a less
anthropocentric view of our dominance over nature.

Civism
The Evolution of Cooperation provides valuable
insights into the age-old question of whether unforced
cooperation is ever possible. Widely praised and
much-discussed, this classic book explores how
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cooperation can emerge in a world of self-seeking
egoists-whether superpowers, businesses, or
individuals-when there is no central authority to police
their actions. The problem of cooperation is central to
many different fields. Robert Axelrod recounts the
famous computer tournaments in which the
"cooperative” program Tit for Tat recorded its
stunning victories, explains its application to a broad
spectrum of subjects, and suggests how readers can
both apply cooperative principles to their own lives
and teach cooperative principles to others.

Socialist Darwinism
Since the field of International Relations was
established almost a century ago, many different
theoretical approaches have been developed, each
offering distinctive accounts of the world, why it has
come to be the way it is, and how it might be made a
better place. In this illuminating textbook, leading IR
scholar, Stephanie Lawson, examines each of these
theories in turn, from political realism in its various
forms to liberalism, Marxism, critical theory and more
recent contributions from social theory, feminism,
postcolonialism and green theory. Taking as her focus
the major practical issues facing scholars of
international relations today, Lawson ably shows how
each theory relates to situations ?on the ground?.
Each chapter features case studies, questions for
discussion to encourage reflection and classroom
debate, guides to further reading and web resources.
The study of IR is a profoundly normative enterprise,
and each theoretical school has its strengths and
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weaknesses. Theories of International Relations
encourages a critical, reflective approach to the study
of IR theory, while emphasising the many important
and interesting things it has to teach us about the
complexities and challenges of international politics
today.

Theory of Literature and Other Critical
Writings
A reprint of Larry Arnhart's essay Darwinian
Conservatism with comment and criticism from a
variety of contributors.

A Darwinian Left
"Judith Neiswander explains that during these years
liberal values - individuality, cosmopolitanism,
scientific rationalism, the progressive role of the elite
and the emancipation of women - informed advice
about the desirable appearance of the home. In the
period preceding the First World War, these values
changed dramatically: advice on decoration became
more nationalistic in tone and a new goal was set for
the interior - "to raise the British child by the British
hearth." Neiswander traces this evolving discourse
within the context of current writing on interior
decoration, writing that it is much more detached
from social and political issues of the day."--BOOK
JACKET.

The Immigration Crucible
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Authority and the Liberal Tradition critically describes
the historical foundations of modern liberalism,
implicitly analyzing the status and effectiveness of
American democracy. Heineman examines
contemporary liberal ideology, which he argues
undermines the normative basis of social stability that
was an important element in the classical liberal
tradition. He shows how American government has
become hostage to ideology, to the advocacy of
interest-group politics.

Evolutionary Theory
Dependency theory and the return of high politics /
Mary Ann Tétreautt and Charles Frederick Abel -Models, metaphors, and foreign policy / Mary Ann
Tétreautt -- Dependency: history, theory, and
reappraisal / Kenneth E. Bauzon and Charles Frederick
Abel -- Structure and dynamics in international
interdependence / Mark J. Gasiorowski -- Incorporation
into the world economy: empirical tests of
dependency theory / Leonard Paul Hirsch -- U.S. policy
toward Central America during the Carter and Reagan
administrations / Royce Q. Shaw -- Cameroon
agricultural policy: the struggle to remain food selfsufficient / Virginia DeLancey -- The Moon Treaty and
the Tragedy of the Commons: an examination of
rational decision making in international relations /
Larry S. Luton -- High politics or interdependence?
The United States and Saudi Arabia in the postembargo era / Mary Ann Tétreautt -- Toward
transformation of dependency and high politics / Craig
N. Murphy.
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The First Darwinian Left
Examines John Dewey’s ideas in the context of
evolutionary theory.

The Routledge Handbook of
Libertarianism
Family Voice
Cultural Writing. Political Science. Cutting through the
myths, misunderstandings, and neglect that have
obscured the influence of Darwinism on radical
thought, this detailed account examines the
paradoxical challenges that Darwinism posed for late
19th- and early 20th- century socialism. This study
shows that Darwin provided British socialists from
Alfred Russel Wallace to Emile Vandervelde with a
new language of political expression, and that
socialist thought developed through interaction with
the most advanced biological theories of the day.

Darwin's Dice
Reframing history rather than making new
contributions to its content, retired anthropologist and
educator Dynneson explores the relationship between
citizenship--the status of being a citizen--and
civism--the means used by society and/or the state to
cultivate the principles of the idealized citizen. He
begins with the Neolithic, but focuses on modern
Europe, especially Britain, France, Germany, and
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Russia. Annotation copyrighted by Book News Inc.,
Portland, OR

Economics and Other Disciplines
In the debate over U. S. immigration, all sides now
support policy and practice that expand the
parameters of enforcement. Philip Kretsedemas
examines this development from several different
perspectives, exploring recent trends in U.S.
immigration policy, the rise in extralegal state power
over the course of the twentieth century, and
discourses on race, nation, and cultural difference
that have influenced politics and academia. He also
analyzes the recent expansion of local immigration
law and explains how forms of extralegal
discretionary authority have become more prevalent
in federal immigration policy, making the dispersion
of local immigration laws possible. While connecting
such extralegal state powers to a free flow position on
immigration, Kretsedemas also observes how these
same discretionary powers have been used
historically to control racial minority populations,
particularly African Americans under Jim Crow. This
kind of discretionary authority often appeals to
"states rights" arguments, recently revived by
immigration control advocates. Using these and other
examples, Kretsedemas explains how both sides of
the immigration debate have converged on the issue
of enforcement and how, despite differing interests,
each faction has shaped the commonsense
assumptions defining the debate.
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Dependency Theory and the Return of
High Politics
The Left has traditionally assumed that human nature
is so malleable, so perfectible, that it can be shaped
in almost any direction. Conservatives object, arguing
that social order arises not from rational planning but
from the spontaneous order of instincts and habits.
Darwinian biology sustains conservative social
thought by showing how the human capacity for
spontaneous order arises from social instincts and a
moral sense shaped by natural selection in human
evolutionary history.

Information Dependency and Information
Development in Newly Industrialized
Countries (NICs)
Conjectures and Refutations
The New York Times bestselling author of The
Rational Optimist and Genome returns with a
fascinating argument for evolution that definitively
dispels a dangerous, widespread myth: that we can
command and control our world. Human society
evolves. Change in technology, language, morality,
and society is incremental, inexorable, gradual, and
spontaneous. It follows a narrative, going from one
stage to the next; it creeps rather than jumps; it has
its own spontaneous momentum rather than being
driven from outside; it has no goal or end in mind;
and it largely happens by trial and error—a version of
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natural selection. Much of the human world is the
result of human action but not of human design: it
emerges from the interactions of millions, not from
the plans of a few. Drawing on fascinating evidence
from science, economics, history, politics, and
philosophy, Matt Ridley demolishes conventional
assumptions that the great events and trends of our
day are dictated by those on high, whether in
government, business, academia, or organized
religion. On the contrary, our most important
achievements develop from the bottom up. Just as
skeins of geese form Vs in the sky without meaning to
and ter-mites build mud cathedrals without architects,
so brains take shape without brain-makers, learning
happens without teaching, and morality changes for
no reason other than the prevailing fashion. Although
we neglect, defy, and ignore them, bottom-up trends
shape the world. The Industrial Revolution, cell
phones, the rise of Asia, and the Internet were never
planned; they happened. Languages emerged and
evolved by a form of natural selection, as did common
law. Torture, racism, slavery, and pedophilia—all once
widely regarded as acceptable—are now seen as
immoral despite the decline of religion in recent
decades. In this wide-ranging and erudite book, Ridley
brilliantly makes the case for evolution, rather than
design, as the force that has shaped much of our
culture, our technology, our minds, and that even now
is shaping our future. As compelling as it is
controversial, as authoritative as it is ambitious,
Ridley’s deeply thought-provoking book will change
the way we think about the world and how it works.
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Darwinian Evolution and Classical
Liberalism
Exam Board: Non-specific Level: A-level Subject:
Politics First Teaching: September 2017 First Exam:
June 2018 Build your students' knowledge of the
ideas, tensions and key thinkers within the core
ideologies of conservatism, liberalism and socialism,
plus the additional ideologies of Nationalism,
Multiculturalism and Ecologism. Students will
understand the core ideas and principles behind the
political ideologies, and how they apply in practice to
human nature, the state, society and the economy. Comprehensive coverage of the ideologies of
Liberalism, Conservatism, Socialism, Nationalism,
Multiculturalism and Ecologism - Definitions of key
terms and concepts to help clarify knowledge and
understanding of political language - Exam focus
sections at the end of each chapter to test and
develop understanding of key topics, offering practice
for short and essay questions

Darwinian Conservatism
Argues that ecologist Charles Darwin's understanding
of competition describes economic reality far more
accurately than economist Adam Smith's theories
ever did.

Evolution
Natsume Soseki (1867-1916) was the foremost
Japanese novelist of the twentieth century, known for
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such highly acclaimed works as Kokoro, Sanshiro, and
I Am a Cat. Yet he began his career as a literary
theorist and scholar of English literature. In 1907, he
published Theory of Literature, a remarkably forwardthinking attempt to understand how and why we read.
The text anticipates by decades the ideas and
concepts of formalism, structuralism, reader-response
theory, and postcolonialism, as well as cognitive
approaches to literature that are only now gaining
traction. Employing the cutting-edge approaches of
contemporary psychology and sociology, Soseki
created a model for studying the conscious
experience of reading literature as well as a theory for
how the process changes over time and across
cultures. Along with Theory of Literature, this volume
reproduces a later series of lectures and essays in
which Soseki continued to develop his theories. By
insisting that literary taste is socially and historically
determined, Soseki was able to challenge the
superiority of the Western canon, and by grounding
his theory in scientific knowledge, he was able to
claim a universal validity.

Liberalism, Progress, and Comparative
Inquiry
It is widely understood that Charles Darwin’s theory of
evolution completely revolutionized the study of
biology. Yet, according to David Sloan Wilson, the
Darwinian revolution won’t be truly complete until it is
applied more broadly—to everything associated with
the words “human,” “culture,” and “policy.” In a
series of engaging and insightful examples—from the
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breeding of hens to the timing of cataract surgeries to
the organization of an automobile plant—Wilson
shows how an evolutionary worldview provides a
practical tool kit for understanding not only genetic
evolution but also the fast-paced changes that are
having an impact on our world and ourselves. What
emerges is an incredibly empowering argument: If we
can become wise managers of evolutionary
processes, we can solve the problems of our age at all
scales—from the efficacy of our groups to our wellbeing as individuals to our stewardship of the planet
Earth.
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